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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This client required a flexible cleansing and integration system to re-evaluate the relevance of multiple data sources at both the client and vehicle 

level. Unstructured and real-time data sets were being underutilized, further impeding the client’s ability to gain a comprehensive 360-degree view 

into multiple and complex client and dealer relationships. They were making assumptions as to the best record at a company level and could not rely 

on an accurate roll-up to the parent level for an executive summary of all of the vehicles that linked to the entity because they did not have adequate 

matching logic. The client required a solution that would grow to scale, integrate fast data sets and could democratize data across departments and 

multiple stakeholder. 
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SOLUTION

1. DATA FOUNDATION

Using DataFuse, DataMentors integrated multiple data sources into a customized hosted database solution, providing a combination of data hygiene 

and data enhancement services including: 

 � Data Profiling – each source was profiled individually and scored according to initial quality, ongoing relevance and overall reliability. 

 � Cleansing & Standardization – custom cleansing and standardization rules were implemented for particular large corporate relationships to 

properly standardize significant variations in name. 

 � NCOA – was incorporated as part of the regular marketing analytics build on a quarterly basis. 

 � Matching – relationship identifiers were added with customized match rules to identify specific site locations, separately from larger 

corporate relationships. Existing match rules for corporate relationships were enhanced using elements that were historically deemed 

irrelevant to the vehicle-centric conversation. 

 � Firmographic Enhancement/Append – Aged data enhancements from third party vendors were replaced and updated with more recent 

firmographic information, courtesy of the DataMentors compiled Firmographic Database. 

 � Record Compilation Services (best record/master record) – business rules and source rankings for the master record compilation process were 

updated to better identify the most valuable data from all sources, in order of priority.   

2. ANALYTICS

Using PinPoint, DataMentors’ analytics solution, the client was able to solve the following analytical goals:

 � Determine top customers

 � Identify when and how many vehicles a customer purchased 

 � Support targeted marketing initiatives 

 � Demonstrate KPIs and ROI effectiveness of marketing programs (trending, behavioral analysis, etc.)
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3. DATA-AS-A-SERVICE

Fill in the Blanks: Added missing contact data points such as names, 

business addresses, phones and email addresses.  This was key to 

making their RFM model more actionable and to expanding their 

addressable universe of customers and prospects.

 � Web mining services enabled the client to boost customer 

acquisition by adding to the client’s existing foundational 

sets.  This included mining for fleet operators who are 

growing/expanding via in the moment, truck selling 

behaviors and signals, government data on registration and 

contract awards, and public and private RFP mining.

4. REAL TIME DATA & ANALYTICS 
PLATFORM & JOURNEY BASED CAMPAIGN 
MANAGEMENT

The client migrated to DataMentors Marketing Cloud to seamlessly 

integrate the insights generated at the intersection of multiple data 

types, and to deploy campaigns and experiences in real time. The 

platform enabled the client to quickly unify data across the customer 

journey to identify, manage and grow key customer relationships and 

lifetime value.
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